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This paper investigates systematic patterns in a new urban vernacular from Germany, “Kiezdeutsch”, sug-
gesting that what we find here is not a mere accumulation of features, but that the feature pool available in 
linguistically diverse contexts can support something like a feature pond: a rich ecology of connected and in-
teracting elements that form a system in its own standing. I develop such a perspective for Kiezdeutsch, char-
acterising it as a new German dialect, and investigate what this perspective can give us. Taking a closer look 
at some Kiezdeutsch phenomena from such a ‘dialect’ point of view, we find a dominance of language-
internal motivations, rather than contact-induced effects, suggesting that new urban dialects might offer us a 
special means of access to internal tendencies of language variation and change. 

 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Linguistic diversity and new urban dialects 

Due to immigration and to generally increased global mobility, today’s urban Europe is characterised 
by a wealth of linguistic diversity large and complex enough to have led to the coinage of a special 
term ‘superdiversity’ in some approaches.1 One phenomenon in this context, particularly interesting 
from a linguistic point of view, comes from inner-city and/or suburban neighbourhoods (depending on 
the socio-geographic situation in different European cities) where a significant number of speakers 
have bilingual backgrounds that encompass different heritage languages next to the country’s majority 
language. These neighbourhoods with their profusion of language contact situations and their large 
range of speakers’ repertoires are, among other things, home to new variants of majority languages.2 
These new ways of speaking are associated with informal situations in linguistically and ethnically 
diverse settings, in particular among the especially dynamic group of young, adolescent speakers, but 
not necessarily restricted to them.3 

Given the internal diversity of the speech communities, what we find here are not ethnolects in the 
strict sense, that is, ways of speaking that are associated with a particular ethnicity.4 Rather, these new 
variants emerge in settings that encompass speakers of a large range of different ethnicities, including 
the majority one, a fact that can be captured by characterising them as multiethnolects.5Going a step 
further, Rampton (2010) suggests the term ‘contemporary urban vernaculars’, emphasising that the 
linguistic and ethnic diversity we find here is a general characteristic for urban settings in present-day 
Europe. This is in accordance with my use of ‘(urban) dialect’ (Wiese 2012), which I will elaborate on 
further below. Following Quist (2008), by using a term such as ‘dialect’ or ‘multiethnolect’ rather than 
‘ethnolect’, I aim to combine perspectives of (a) style, which focus on the way in which speakers 
choose particular ways of speaking as part of a communicative and social practice, and of (b) variety, 
focussing on patterns and interrelations within the linguistic (lexical, grammatical, pragmatic) system.6 

 
1 E.g., Vertovec (2007); Blommaert et al. (2011). 
2 Cf. Kotsinas (1992), Nortier (2001), Kallmeyer & Keim (2003), Cornips (2004), Wiese (2009), Kerswill (2010), Cheshire et al. (2011), 

Bijvoet & Fraurud (2012); contributions in Svendsen & Quist (Eds.) (2010), Källström & Lindberg (Eds.) (2011), Kern & Selting (Eds.) 
(2011). 

3 Cf. Rampton (to appear). 
4 Cf. Clyne (2000). Cf. Auer (2003) and Androutsopoulos (2001a, 2007), though, who use ‘ethnolect’ in a broader sense that seems not to be 

restricted to a single ethnicity. 
5 Cf. Quist (2000). Jaspers (2008) points out that a term like ‘ethnolect’ suggests that such linguistic practices are bound to a particular 

ethnicity and somehow caused by it, while this problem of essentialism is avoided by ‘multiethnolect’ (Jasper 2008:89). Note that in contrast 
to the characterisation I use here, Clyne (2000), in his initial use of the term ‘multiethnolect’, focusses only on minority speakers: according 
to him, a multiethnolect is used by “several minority groups […] collectively to express their minority status and/or as a reaction to that 
status to upgrade it” (Clyne 2000: 87). 

6 Cf. Wiese et al. (2009); Freywald et al. (2011). 
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A number of sociolinguistic studies have pointed out that identifying such variants with a particular 
term and/or using labels for specific ways of speaking, bears epistemological implications of stability 
and homogenity that might not do justice to something that is more fluid and defies a strict delimina-
tion.7 As argued in more detail elsewhere (Wiese et al. 2009), while it is certainly true that one has to 
be careful in linguistic labeling, I think it is justified to use a ‘-lect’ term here: as shown for the Ger-
man case, we have ample evidence for linguistic patterns that point to a systematic, interconnected 
organisation, a grammatical system in its own standing rather than a mere accumulation of individual 
features. 

To give just two brief illustrations, the use of bare NPs that has been observed can, in some do-
mains, be linked to the rise of productive new light verb constructions such as the one in (1).  In (1), 
“haben” ‘have’behaves as a typical light verb, namely a bleached element that semantically only con-
tributes Aktionsart, but attends to the morphosyntactic integration of the construction, while its com-
plement, a bare, morpho-syntactically reduced NP such as “U-Bahn” ‘subway’ or “Fahrrad” ‘bike’, 
contributes the main semantic content.8 
 
(1)  hastu          U-bahn? – nee, ich hab    FAHRrad 
  have.youCL  subway     no    I    have bike 

‘Do you take the subway? No, the bike / No, I have a bike.’ 

In a similar vein, the (non-canonical) option to drop pronouns supports a particle lassma (from “lass 
uns mal” ‘let us MP’) as part of a new subsystem of directive particles, consisting of speaker-inclusive 
lassma and speaker-exclusive musstu (from “musst du” ‘must you’), with matching grammatical and 
metric characteristics, cf. (2) and (3):9 
 
(2)  lassma    MOritzplatz     aussteigen. 
  LASSMA   Moritz.square  get.outINF 

‘Let us get out at Moritzplatz [= subway stop in Berlin-Kreuzberg].’ 

(3)  musstu    DOPpelstunde  fahren. 
  MUSSTU   double-hour     driveINF 

‘You should take a two-hour lesson [at driving school].’ 

1.2 From feature pool to feature pond – The potential of multiethnic dialects 

As these examples illustrate, what we are looking at here is not only a feature pool in the sense of 
Mufwene (2001), Cheshire et al (2011), that is, a pool of competing features coming from different 
sources in language and dialect contact situations.We also witness the formation of something we 
could describe as a feature pond: a pool that supports a network of interdependent features, a rich 
ecology that brings forth interconnected linguistic patterns at different levels. Taking this metaphor a 
bit further, we can regard the speaker as some potent gardener, a “Creator of Ponds” who chooses a 
particular set-up for a pond according to a particular context, where different communicative situations 
contribute different sets of environmental conditions that favour certain feature choices over others, 
but do not mechanistically determine them. 

In this picture, nonstandard dialects can be seen as more naturally evolving types of ponds com-
pared to standard varieties that are subjected to more external interference, e.g., by formal educational 
efforts, such as trying to convince English speakers that it should be “It’s I.” rather than “It’s 
me.”(within our ‘pond’ metaphor, we can think of this as something like an attempt to train, say, water 
plants to grow in a way that does not quite work within the pond ecology). What is important for us 
here is that this gives nonstandard varieties a special dynamics that can underscore tendencies of lan-
guage variation and change. As I will discuss in more detail further below, this is even more pro-

 
7 Jaspers (2008), Androutsopoulos (2011), Cornips et al. (to appear). Cf. also Kerswill (2013) on the danger of reifying, rather than identifying 

an already existing phenomenon by naming practices. 
8 Wiese (2006, 2009). Transcripts from spontaneous conversations; capitalisation indicates main stress. 
9 Wiese (2009): both lassma and musstu stand in sentence-initial position followed by an infinitive construction, and both form bisyllabic 

trochees. 
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nounced when it comes to multiethnolects, which can draw on a richer pool of features and patterns 
and hence will be particularly open to variation. 

Two points should be kept in mind here. First, acknowledging that such dialects form a pool in the 
sense of a “pond”, a complex system in its own standing, does not, of course, imply that this system is 
static. Rather, as described here, it is in flux within a rich ecology. Approaching phenomena from a 
variety perspective does not mean that we ignore their variability, but, as Quist (2008:49) put it, “helps 
us to find out if there is anything linguistically systematic going on at all”.  This reduces the risk of 
regarding something that might form a systematic grammatical pattern in its own right as a mere de-
viation from the standard, or even as an error, as suggested, e.g., in Jaspers’ (2008:94) description of 
“typical ethnolectal features” in the Dutch of Belgian-Moroccan adolescents as, among others, “incor-
rect flection of demonstrative pronouns (deze boek instead of correct dit boek [this book]); deletion of 
articles (moet gij gsm kopen? [do you want to buy cell-phone?])”.  A “system” perspective on such 
phenomena might, say, reveal that deze boek is actually not “incorrect” here, but has its place within 
an emerging, new inflectional pattern, and that gsm does not result from a “deletion” of an article that 
should really be there, but is actually a bare NP in its own right that is licensed in this context. Right 
now, for lack of proper analysis such accounts of these phenomena are, of course, totally speculative, 
but they illustrate the kind of patterns we might find if we acknowledge that there might be something 
systematic in the grammar of such new ways of speaking, rather than expecting a mere accumulation 
of features. 

Second, a system is open to selective choices in the sense that speakers can and do choose the ex-
tent to which they will involve it in their actual linguistic behaviour in a given communicative situa-
tion (in our metaphor, what features they will select for their “pond” in a given environment). To ac-
knowledge that linguistic features form patterns with a systematic status does not prevent us from in-
vestigating their realisation as linguistic resources in complex sociolinguistic negotiations. In fact, 
identifying the variety or language that particular features stem from can illuminate speakers’ choices 
in particular communities of practices. Accordingly, Blommaert & Rampton (2011), while characteris-
ing “named languages – ‘English’, ‘German’, ‘Bengali’ – [as] ideological constructions” and empha-
sising the need for a “deconstruction of the idea of distinct ‘languages’” (Blommaert & Rampton 
2011:4), do name such distinct languages as the sources of linguistic choices, stating that 

“The local emplacement of, say, a Turkish shop in Amsterdam prompts messages in Dutch; the local 
emplacement of the regional diasporic ethnic community and its transnational network prompts 
Turkish ; and other local, regional and transnational factors can prompt the presence of English, Pol-
ish, Russian, Arabic , Tamil  and others.”10 

 
Hence, talking about a ‘-lect’ by no means implies a monolithic linguistic entity that will show up ei-
ther as a whole or not at all, any more with multiethnolects than is the case for, say, traditional regional 
dialects. It has long been acknowledged that traditional regional dialects are employed by their speak-
ers not in an “everything or nothing”-scenario, but that their features are chosen in a selective and 
graded way depending on the speech situation, leading to ‘broader’ or ‘less broad’ realisations of a 
given dialect.11 The same is true for new urban dialects, and this leads us to the next section, where I 
am going to develop such a ‘dialect’ perspective for urban multiethnolects in more detail for the case 
of German, concentrating on ‘Kiezdeutsch’ (“(neighbour-)hood German”) as a new way of speaking 
from urban Germany, set in multilingual and multiethnic environments. 

In the following section (Section 2), I am going to motivate the characterisation of Kiezdeutsch as 
an urban German dialect, and show what we gain from this perspective. Against this background, in 
Section 3, I am going to take a closer look at some phenomena in Kiezdeutsch and examine what they 
might tell us about internal dynamics in German. As I am going to show, Kiezdeutsch characteristics 
point to a solid integration into German and to a dominance of language-internal motivations, rather 
than contact-induced effects: a finding that suggests that Kiezdeutsch offers us a special means of ac-
cess to internal tendencies of language variation and change in German. Section 4 will further develop 
this perspective discussing in how far the dynamics of a language-diversity context might make this 
access particularly interesting and valuable for linguistic research. 

 
10 Blommaert & Rampton (2011:10), emphasis added (H.W.). 
11 Cf., for instance, Ammon (1998), who proposes a method to measure broadness of dialectal speech. 
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2. A case in point: ‘Kiezdeutsch’ as a new urban dialect 
In order to develop the ‘dialect’ perspective for new, multiethnic urban variants of majority languages 
more concretely, let us now have a look at a case in point, namely “Kiezdeutsch”, an example from 
Germany.Kiezdeutsch is used in informal contexts in multilingual urban neighbourhoods by speakers 
across migrant and non-migrant backgrounds. Set in a multilingual context, it offers a rich linguistic 
feature poolthat supports a number of systematic characteristics at lexical and grammatical levels. 
Figure 1 gives an illustration for this context: these are just four from a larger selection of pictures 
taken from a single wall in a street in Berlin-Kreuzberg, a multiethnic, inner-city neighbourhood. The 
declarations of love painted onto this wall (presumably by young people from near-by schools) bring 
together a largerange of languages, different dialectsof German, and new loan words integrated into 
German. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Love declarations on a wall in Berlin-Kreuzberg 

[clockwise from top left: 
French/English “Mon amour, I love you”; 
Greek ‘My papa, I love you very much’; 
German “Doloris, ick liebe dir” → ‘Doloris, I love you’, with Berlin dialect features (“ick” rather than 

“ich”, dative “dir” rather than accusative “dich”); 
German “Canim, ich werde dich auf immer und ewig lieben. Versprochen. Ozan.”  → ‘Canim, I will love 

you for ever and ever. Promised. Ozan.’  with Turkish loan word “canim” ‘my soul’, integrated into the 
German spelling system with “i” instead of original Turkish “ı”] 

 

In what follows, let us spell out the dialect perspective for Kiezdeutsch that will form the background 
for our investigation, starting with the label we use for this dialect. 

2.1 ‘Kiezdeutsch’ 

The term “Kiezdeutsch” is adopted from its speakers, young people in multiethnic neighbourhoods of 
Berlin who, when asked what they called their way of speaking among each others, responded that this 
was “unsere Kiezsprache” ‘our ´hood language’.12 “Kiez” in this case is a Berlin dialect term for a 
neighbourhood,13 hence “Kiezdeutsch” literally means “(neighbour-)hood German”. While it is an 
informal term, it has positive associations and is neutral with respect to the social set-up of a 

 
12 Wiese (2006). Cf. alsoKallmeyer & Keim (2003), who report that adolescents in Mannheim, Germany, use the name “Stadtteilsprache” 

‘district / ward language’. 
13 ‘Kiez’ is also used in Hamburg, where it has a different meaning, restricted to a particular neighbourhood, namely the red-light district at the 

harbour. 
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neighbourhood. Here is a quote from a novel by Roger Boyes, a British author/journalist, commenting 
on how neighbours tried to get to know him when he had just moved into a new apartment in an up-
market neighbourhood of Berlin: “It was clear to me that I should make an effort to be nice. 
Neighbours were important. The ‘Kiez’, what American rappers call the ‘hood’, was the hub of the 
German universe.”14 

There are two main motivations to adopt this term, apart from its anchoring in speakers’ notions: 
(1) it positions this way of speaking within general everyday communication in an informal 
neighbourhood setting (“Kiez-”), without implying any restrictions, say, to particular ethnicities or 
migrant vs. non-migrant backgrounds of its speakers, and (2) it explicitly characterises it as a part of 
German (“-deutsch”).15At the time the term was introduced in 2006, the dominant expression in public 
discourse (which, in some cases, also appeared in academic writings) was “Kanak Sprak”, which since 
then has gradually been replaced by “Kiezdeutsch”. “Kanak Sprak” can be translated as something like 
‘wog speak’, with “Kanak” a pejorative, xenophobe expression, and “Sprak” a truncation of “Sprache” 
‘language’. Initially, “Kanak Sprak” was introduced mainly through the writings of Feridun Zaimoğlu 
(e.g., Zaimoğlu 1995), as an attempt to reclaim the term ‘Kanake’ within political movements of Ger-
mans with migrant, mostly Turkish,background. The term “Kanak Sprak” was quickly picked up in 
public discourse, where, however, it never lost its xenophobic associations.16 Semantically, it supports 
an othering of (a) the speakers themselves as foreign and (b) of their way of speaking as a different 
language, ‘Sprak’. In contrast to this, “Kiezdeutsch” does not carry pejorative connotations and places 
this way of speaking and their speakers within themajority in-group. 

The replacement of“Kanak Sprak” by “Kiezdeutsch” in public discourse has triggered some strong 
opposition from self-appointed “Sprachschützer” ‘language protectors’, who followpuristic, monoeth-
nicallyand monolinguallyorientedagendas. The following quote from the Deutsche Sprachwelt, a pub-
lication by the ‘Verein für Sprachpflege’, from summer 2009 illustrates this. Under the headline 
“Stammer-German as an Accomplishment? Linguists Admire an Aberration of Our Language”,17 
Thomas Paulwitz, the association’s president, complains about the use of “Kiezdeutsch” instead of 
“Kanak Sprak”: 

(4)  “[H. Wiese] uses the word “Kiez” (neighbourhood), which by now is positively associated, 
and thus creates a pleasant ambience, which is hardly possible with the word “Kanak-
sprak”.”18 

 
While coming from an antagonistic side, this quote emphasises the positive side-effects of promoting a 
term that implies an inclusive view rather than a discrimination and marginalisation of speakers and 
their language use. In a Labovian spirit,19 this might in fact contribute in some way to counteracting 
some of the social exclusion that is dominant, at the level of language attitudes as well, in the public 
debate about multiethnic neighbourhoods. 

2.2 Parallels with traditional dialects 

A similar inclusion is implied in characterising Kiezdeutsch as dialect. This characterisation acknowl-
edges a systematic linguistic phenomenon, with a dialect grammar in its own standing, in contrast to 
the popular view of Kiezdeutsch as a random accumulation of errors, and it includes this way of 
speaking in the German dialectal landscape, on a par with traditional dialects such as, say, Bavarian or 
Saxonian. In what follows, let me spell out the linguistic motivations for such a characterisation. 
While similar points could be made for multithnolects in other European languages, I will mainly con-
centrate on Kiezdeutsch in this exposition. 

 
14 Boyes, Roger (2006). A Year in the Scheiße. Getting to Know the Germans. Berlin: Ullstein. p.86. 
15 Cf. Wiese (2006), Wiese et al. (2009). 
16 Cf. also Wiese (2011a). Cf. Androutsopoulos (2007) on language ideology aspects of this. 
17 My translation (H.W.); German original: “Stammeldeutsch als Errungenschaft? Sprachwissenschaftler bewundern eine Fehlentwicklung 

unserer Sprache” 
18 “Deutsche Sprachwelt” summer 2009, issue 36; front page. My translation (H.W.); German original: “[…] bedient sie sich des mittlerweile 

positiv besetzten Wortes „Kiez“ (Stadtteil) und schafft damit eine angenehme Grundstimmung, die mit dem Wort „Kanaksprak“ kaum 
möglich ist.“ 

19Cf. Labov’s (1982) principles of linguistic involvement; see also Wolfram (2008). Cf. Maitz & Elspass (2011) for the case of Germany. 
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The reason for this is, first, of course that Kiezdeutsch is the case study of urban dialects that I am 
presenting in this paper. However, there is also a second reason, which is related to the specific situa-
tion in Germany: in the German tradition, we find a more restricted concept of “dialect” (German 
“Dialekt”) than the one reflected, for instance, in a commonly cited definition of “dialect” by Trudgill 
(1992: 23):20 
 

a variety of language which differs grammatically, phonologically and lexically from other varie-
ties, and which is associated with a particular geographical area and/or with a particular social class 
or status group. 

 
In Germany, the label ‘Dialekt’ has traditionally been applied first and foremost to the regional varie-
ties that formed the background for the emergence of standard German.21 That is, a “Dialekt” has been 
regarded as a variety that is geographically bound, stands in contrast to the standard variety, and is, at 
least implicitly, associated with a long history. This, then, is of course at odds with an inclusion of new 
urban dialects such as Kiezdeutsch: while they are nonstandard as well, they do not look back at a long 
history and can be found in multiethnic urban areas across geographic regions. 

The first point is not strictly essential for this concept of ‘Dialekt’. German dialects that emerged in 
German-background communities as a result of emigration to new countries have often been included 
in German dialectology.22 The second point, the regional ties, could prima faciebe regarded as trivial – 
after all, we are linguists and not geographers. However, the fact that traditional “Dialekte” are region-
ally bound is associated with broader phenomena of usage: within their geographic region, they are 
considered to be available across the board, that is, not bound to certain age groups or social classes. 

Note though, that while this might be a common perception of traditional dialects, in present-day 
Germany – as in other industrialised countries – the reality tends to be more stratified, with regional 
dialects being stronger in rural than in urban areas, in older compared to younger people, and more 
strongly associated with lower than higher social classes. On the other hand, an urban dialect such as 
Kiezdeutsch might have young, adolescent speakers as its core age group, but for one, within the do-
main of multiethnic neighbourhoods, it does not seem to be restricted to particular social backgrounds 
in this age group, and second, features of urban dialects are not strictly bound to adolescent speakers. 
Rampton (to appear) shows this with a case study from London,23 Wiese & Duda (2012) provide evi-
dence for this for a new existential construction in Kiezdeutsch (cf. also Section 3.3 below), suggest-
ing that developments at the grammatical level are not necessarily bound to a particular age group, 
unlike a lot of lexical extensions that are associated with youth language. 

Against this background, it seems promising to approach Kiezdeutsch from a “dialect” / “Dialekt” 
perspective. Looking at language structure, language use, and language perception, let me point out 
the parallels with traditional dialects supporting this perspective at each level. 

 

Language structure: Like traditional dialects, Kiezdeutsch, shows characteristics of grammar, phonol-
ogy, and lexicon that constitute a dialect grammar in its own right. A large range of studies working 
from different methodological and theoretical perspectives on language in multiethnic urban Germany 
provide converging evidence for characteristic developments in domains of phonology, morphology, 
syntax, semantics, and lexicon.24As I have shown elsewhere, these developments are not random sim-
plifications or erratic deviations from, say, standard German, but are rule-governed phenomena that 
emerge from a systematic interaction of grammatical subsystems and of grammatical and pragmatic 
domains (including information structure).25 

 
 

20 Cf. also Chambers & Trudgill (1998). For a comparison of the two concepts of dialect cf. also Ammon (1998). 
21 In this vein, e.g., Auer (2011:487), in a European overview of dialect vs. standard scenarios proposes “to reserve the term “(traditional) 

dialects” forthe varieties under the roof […] of a standard variety which preceded thestandard languages and provided the linguistic material 
out of which the endoglossicstandard varieties developed.” 

22 E.g., as “deutsche Dialekte[n] im Ausland” in a standard handbook on Dialektologie (Besch et al., Eds., 1982: XI), which also includes 
German ‘language islands’ resulting from emigration. 

23 Cf. also Cheshire et al. (2011) for a perspective on dialect formation in new urban multiethnolects, with linguistic features that might be more 
pronounced in young speakers, but can be found in other age groups as well. 

24 Cf., e.g.,Keim& Androutsopoulos (2000); Androutsopoulos (2001a,b); Kallmeyer / Keim (2003); Auer (2003); Dirim & Auer (2004); Kern & 
Selting (2009); Tertilt (1996); Wiese (2006, 2009, 2012). 

25 Wiese (2006, 2009, 2011b); Wiese et al. (2009). 
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Language use: The use of Kiezdeutsch is not bound to particular ethnic backgrounds or heritage lan-
guages of speakers, but can be found across the board in multiethnic neighbourhoods, encompassing 
multilingual and monolingual speakers, speakers with and without a migrant background alike. And 
just like traditional dialects, Kiezdeutsch is part of a larger repertoire, which also includes other vari-
ants of German.  

Whether this repertoire encompasses the variant socially recognised as Standard German and en-
dorsed e.g. by formal education is closely linked to social class – which, of course, does not come as a 
surprise, since it is upper and middle class language use that gets to be “standard”.26Again, this is par-
allel to what we find for traditional dialects. In Berlin, for instance, “language tests” administered to 
all children before they enter school regularly relegate socio-economically disadvantaged districts to 
the last places – including largely monoethnic German strongholds of the traditional Berlin dialect.27 

A further characteristic that new urban dialects such as Kiezdeutsch have in common with tradi-
tional regional dialects is their gradual usage: as mentioned in Section 1.2 above, for traditional and 
multiethnic dialects alike, we do not find an “everything or nothing”-scenario, but selective choices 
leading to more or less pronounced forms, depending on the communicative situation. In the German 
case, dialectologists talk about a dialect-standard continuum, emphasising this gradience with respect 
to the ‘standard’ proximity of dialect use.28 It is this option to be realised gradually closer to or further 
away from Standard German, that has supported the stronger survival of High German dialects, given 
that Standard German is also a High German variety, in contrast to traditional Low German dialects, 
which do not offer such a gradient tie. 

 

Language perception: Not surprisingly, at the level of language perceptions, language attitudes and 
ideologies, we also find close parallels between new urban dialects and traditional regional ones. On 
one hand, nonstandard dialects generally tend to receive negative evaluations as “wrong German”, or 
as markers of “low class/education”,29 and Kiezdeutsch is no exception here. In the case of Kiez-
deutsch, this seems to be further augmented by negative attitudes towards multiethnic neighbourhoods, 
the adolescents growing up there, and their language use, fed by an alloethnic perception of Kiez-
deutsch and a sometimes xenophobically flavoured we/them-dichotomy (cf. Wiese 2011a).On the other 
hand, both kinds of dialects serve as markers of local identity for their speakers and can trigger asso-
ciations of solidarity. While for traditional dialects, the local identification will be with a particular 
geographic region, urban dialects such as Kiezdeutsch can serve to identify oneself with a particular 
kind of neighbourhood, characterised by a multicultural and multilingual set-up. 

 

Taken together, this supports the inclusion of Kiezdeutsch in the German ‘Dialekt’ landscape. This 
perspective for Kiezdeutsch is not only heuristically useful for the interpretation of sociolinguistic 
findings about its perception both from inside and outside the speech community. It also allows us to 
exploit its potential for an understanding of language dynamics and language development. As a young 
dialect that does not look back at a long diachronic history like traditional regional dialects, but is still 
very much in the process of formation, Kiezdeutsch is a particularly interesting and dynamic instance 
of present-day German. As I am going to show with some examples below (Section 3), this young 
dialect offers us a valuable spotlight on developmental trends in German. Before we come to that, let 
me first present an opposing view on Kiezdeutsch that was formulated in the context of the public 
discussion of Kiezdeutsch as a German dialect. 

2.3 Just interferences and errors? An opposing view 

Not surprisingly, the proposal to include Kiezdeutsch in the dialectal landscape of German caused 
some voices of outrage from the general public when it was first picked up in public debate in spring 

 
26 Cf., e.g., Lippi-Green (1997), and Milroy & Milroy (1999) on standard language ideology. 
27 According to Schroeder & Stölting (2005), in 2001, 13% of the monolingually German children in Berlintaking such a test were rated as 

linguistically “retarded”. 
28 Cf. Ammon (2003) for a more detailed discussion. 
29 Cf., e.g., Maitz & Elspaß (2011) for a discussion of the discrimination of (traditional) dialect speakers in German. 
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2012, given that so far, the discussion of adolescents in multiethnic urban neighbourhoods had been 
dominated by concerns about educational failure that were often taken to be caused by a lack of lan-
guage competence. 

However, there were also some contributions from linguists opposed to the characterisation of 
Kiezdeutsch as a dialect, which I want to discuss briefly here.  Although these aren’t academic writ-
ings in a strict sense and they do not represent research-based scientific results, I take them into ac-
count here since these are linguists’ contributions as experts in a public debate, not through published 
interviews (with their notorious proneness to misquotes and jaded representations), but in the form of 
signed guest articles. 

I am going to concentrate on two articles here: Hinrichs (2012) in Der Spiegel from February 2012, 
and Glück (2012) in Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung from April 2012. Hinrichs describes what he sees 
as fundamental changes in the German language that are being caused by influences of ‘foreign peo-
ple, cultures, and languages’,30 leading to simplifications and grammatical reductions based on errors 
and interferences. Glück’s contribution is a polemic against a view of Kiezdeutsch as a “Dialekt”, fo-
cussing on its young age and the lack of regional boundedness, and it describes Kiezdeutsch as a sign 
of youthful rebellion, reflecting speakers’ errors and influences of heritage languages. I cannot relate 
the articles in full here, since each goes over several pages, but will quote relevant passages that spell 
out some of these points: 
 

“The multilingual milieu can certainly dispense with correct declinations and exact endings, since 
this kind of grammar only eats up encoding energy that is needed much more urgently elsewhere, for 
instance in order to compensate vocabulary deficits. […] Immigrants also resort to linguistic struc-
tures that they bring with them from their mother language. These are copied into German and con-
solidated within the bilingual milieu. In urban Kiezdeutsch […] there are, for instance, a multitude of 
sentence patterns stemming from Arabic and Turkish, for instance word order (“Have I seen my 
buddy yesterday!”) or the lack of prepositions (“I go school”). […] The grammar is reduced, the in-
ternal cohesion of sentence parts is loosened, many rules are simplified or altogether dispersed, the 
language becomes simpler […].”31 (Hinrichs 2012) 

 
“Ms Wiese swipes the term “Dialekt” for an adolescent way of speaking where swaggering plays a 
large role. Why? She wants to cadge its prestige, since dialects enjoy esteem. […] “Kiezdeutsch”, 
however, is neither a dialect nor a sociolect, but rather a transitorial specialised language that is 
based on influences of other languages, and errors in German. […] It is not a case for dialectology, 
but instead for language psychology and error analysis.”32 (Glück 2012) 

  

What these accounts have in common, relevant for our discussion here, is that Kiezdeutsch is regarded 
as a way of speaking that does not stand on a par with traditional dialects, but reflects grammatical 
errors and a lack of competence in German (“dispense with correct declinations”, “compensate vo-
cabulary deficits”, “errors in German”). In this view, Kiezdeutsch characteristics such as bare local 
NPs or new word order options, two phenomena mentioned here, stem from linguistic deficits and 
should be regarded as mistakes, simplifications, or interferences from heritage languages, such as 
Turkish or Arabic. 

If this was correct, these phenomena might be interesting for investigations of foreign language ac-
quisition or of grammatical reductions in contexts of linguistic poverty, but they would not be particu-
larly illuminating for our understanding of German. In the following section, I will have a look at such 
phenomena in more detail, aiming to tease apart language acquisition errors or interferences, and de-

 
30 My translation (H.W.); German original: “fremde[n] Menschen, Kulturen und Sprachen”. 
31 My translation (H.W.); German original: “Das mehrsprachige Milieu kann auf korrekte Deklinationen und genaue Endungen durchaus 

verzichten, weil diese Art Grammatik nur Kodierungsenergie frisst, die woanders viel dringender gebraucht wird, beispielsweise um Defizite 
im Wortschatz auszugleichen. […] Einwanderer greifen auch auf Sprachstrukturen zurück, die sie aus ihrer Muttersprache mitbringen. Diese 
werden ins Deutsche kopiert und im zweisprachigen Milieu gefestigt. Im großstädtischen Kiezdeutsch […] gibt es etwa eine Vielzahl von 
Satzmustern, die aus dem Arabischen oder Türkischen stammen, etwa die Wortfolge („Hab ich gesehen mein Kumpel gestern!“) oder das 
Fehlen der Präposition („Ich geh Schule“). […] Die Grammatik ist reduziert, der innere Zusammenhang der Satzteile wird gelockert, viele 
Regeln sind vereinfacht oder lösen sich ganz auf, die Sprache wird einfacher […].” 

32 My translation (H.W.); German original: “Frau Wiese kapert den Terminus “Dialekt” für eine jugendliche Sprechweise, in der Angeberei eine 
große Rolle spielt. Warum? Sie möchte an seinem Prestige schnorren, denn Dialekte genießen Ansehen. […] “Kiezdeutsch” aber ist weder 
ein Dialekt noch ein Soziolekt, sondern eine transitorische Sondersprache, die auf Einflüssen anderer Sprachen und auf Fehlern im 
Deutschen beruht. […] Es ist kein Fall für die Dialektologie, sondern für die Sprachpsychologie und die Fehleranalyse.” 
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velopmental trends internal to German.33 I will show that if we make the effort to look at Kiezdeutsch 
characteristics more closely, we find them integrated into the linguistic system of German in a way 
that offers a vantage point on language-internal tendencies. Rather than illustrating widespread inter-
ference phenomena, what linguistic diversity in the context of Kiezdeutsch entails is a special dynam-
ics that might allow Kiezdeutsch to pick up on ongoing linguistic trends in German in a more system-
atic or salient way than varieties in more monolingual speech communities. 

 

3. What can Kiezdeutsch tell us about internal change in German? A closer look at some 
examples 
In what follows, let us take up this dialect perspective on Kiezdeutsch and see where it leads us. What 
picture do we get if we approach Kiezdeutsch as a dialect from the point of view of German? What do 
developments that we find in Kiezdeutsch have in common with patterns of variation in other domains 
of German? What light does this throw on their status, and what might this tell us about the driving 
forces behind them? 

This is not the place for an extensive description of the linguistic phenomena we find in Kiez-
deutsch.  Instead, I will take a closer look at some key examples. For this purpose, I choose two phe-
nomena that were highlighted in the articles presented above, namely bare local NPs and new word 
order options. Both have been attested in several studies on language use in multiethnic areas34and 
also feature prominently in the perception of Kiezdeutsch in public discourse. In addition, I will in-
clude a third phenomenon that has received less attention so far, but is actually better suited to discus-
sion of possible parallels with heritage languages in the context of Kiezdeutsch (in this case, Turkish), 
namely the use of “gib(t)s” as an existential marker. Since all three phenomena have been described in 
some detail already,35 we can concentrate on their potential dialectal status and the contribution they 
might make to our understanding of German. 

In this context, let me underline a more obvious point. If we discuss characteristics of Kiezdeutsch, 
it might make sense to relate them to Standard German in some cases, in order to identify nonstandard 
phenomena in the first place. However, the appropriate point of reference for such phenomena and 
their evaluation as part of the dialectal landscape are not formal, written variants of German, but lan-
guage use in informal, spoken contexts. 

Hence, it makes little sense to regard a form such as “mein”, ‘my’, in “Hab isch gesehen mein 
Kumpel”, ‘Have I seen my buddy’, as an indication of “dispens[ing] with correct declinations and 
exact endings” characteristic of a multilingual milieu that needs encoding energy more urgently in 
order to “compensate vocabulary deficits” (Hinrichs 2012). It is only in written Standard German that 
we would find “meinen” instead of “mein” here, not in spoken language. Independently of multi- or 
monolingual settings, the suffix “-en”will get reduced here, due to schwa-deletion [mainən], leading to 
“mein” for nominative (written Standard German: “mein”) and accusative forms (written Standard 
German: “meinen”) alike. The shorter form “mein” can also show up in informal writing that is close 
to spoken language, such as text messages to friends. Here is some contrastive data that illustrates this 
well, from the same speaker, a 15-year-old young woman, Urdu-German bilingual from Berlin-
Kreuzberg. The data is from a school project where we asked pupils to describe a fictional traffic acci-
dent in formal and informal registers. We have two productions here that form a kind of minimal pair, 
with the accusative indefinite article realised in its short form “ein” in a text message to a friend(5), 
but by the long form “einen” in more formal writing; in this case, in a (fictional) witness report to the 
police (6):36 
 
(5)  Ich hab   grad ein unfall      gesehen 
  I     have just  an  accident  seen 

 
33 This endevour is hence in the spirit of Poplack & Levey‘s (2010) “cautionary tale” on contact-induced changevs. internal motivation. In a 

similar vein, Rosenberg (2005), in the context of German ‘language islands’, carefully distinguishes convergence of dialects and languages 
from internally motivated change. 

34 E.g., Keim & Androutsopoulos (2000), Androutsopoulos (2001a), Auer (2003), Dirim & Auer (2004),Wiese (2009). Cf. Freywald et al. (to 
appear) for a comparative analysis of similar word order phenomena in urban vernaculars of Germanic V2 languages; Keim (2010) for an 
overview. 

35 Cf. the references given in fn.34 for bare local NPs and word order variations; Wiese &Duda (2012) for “gib(t)s”. 
36 Written data; spelling as in the original. 
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‘I have just seen an accident.’ 

(6)  Am Donnerstag, den 17.  11.  2011, habe ich einen Unfall     miterlebt. 
  on   Thursday     the  17th 11th 2011  have I     an      accident witnessed 

‘On Thursday, 17-11-2011, I witnessed an accident.’ 

In a similar vein, since Kiezdeutsch is used in peer group conversations between young people, we 
should expect to also find phenomena that are generally characteristic of German youth language. And 
this is indeed the case, not only at the word level (e.g. in the use of evaluative terms such as “geil” 
‘awesome’ / ‘phat’), but also for more complex expressions and constructions.(7) to (9) give three 
examples for this from the domain of evaluative expressions: the construction “sowas von ADJ”,lit. 
approximately ‘something such of ADJ’, emphasises the property expressed by the adjective; “wie ADJ 
is das denn”,lit. ‘how ADJ is that then’, assigns the property expressed by the adjective to an event 
indicated by the deictic or anaphoric pronoun das(which usually receives main stress), often in a con-
text of surprise; and “voll DETNP”‘full DET NP’ characterises an entity as a prototypical instance of the 
NP’s referent.37 
 
(7)  isch finds     sowas    von unfair  wallAH  [KiDKo,MuH27WT] 
  I       find.itCL so.what of    unfair  wallah  

‘I find it really unfair, wallah!’ 

(8)  wie   geil  is DAS denn    [KiDKo,MuH11MD] 
  how  awesome  is that    then   

‘That is really awesome  .’ 

(9)  isch bin voll  das BÜscherwurm   [KiDKo,MuH19WT] 
  I      am  full  the  book.worm   

‘I am a typical book worm.’ 

As I have shown elsewhere for “voll” (Wiese 2013), the nonstandard, novel construction with “voll” 
as an evaluative intensifier (such as in (9)) is more widespread in our data from a multiethnic speech 
community (KiDKo, main corpus / Mu) than in a monoethnic context (KiDKo, supplementary corpus / 
Mo), with about twice as many occurrences per 1,000 words. This, again, points to the special dynam-
ics of Kiezdeutsch, as a dialect from a linguistically diverse, multiethnic context. In the following sec-
tions, let us now have a look at the three sample phenomena from this perspective. 

3.1 Bare local NPs 

In Kiezdeutsch, speakers frequently use bare NPs as local expressions in contexts where, at least in 
Standard German, one would expect full PPs, prepositions with a DP38 or NP complement. The fol-
lowing data points to converging evidence from other studiesand from the KiezDeutsch-Korpus (the 
respective PP alternatives are given in brackets): 
 
(10)  die  muss  bahnhof         gehn       (Kallmeyer & Keim 2003: 42) 
  she  must  train.station    go 

   [PP: “zum Bahnhof” ‘to.the train station’] 

 ‘She must go (to the) train station.’ 

(11)  wenn wir überhaupt Hochzeit  gehen  (Dirim & Auer 2004:208) 
  if       we  at.all         wedding  go 

   [PP: “zur Hochzeit” ‘to.the wedding’] 

 
37 Examples from the KiezDeutsch Korpus (KiDKo), a corpus of spontaneous speech in peer group situations between adolescents from 

multiethnic (main corpus) and monoethnic (supplementary corpus) neighbourhoods of Berlin, cf. Wiese et al. (2012), Rehbein et al. (2012). 
Capitalisation indicates main stress. Labels identify multi- vs. monoethnic contexts (Mu vs. Mo), anchor speaker code (e.g., H27), male vs. 
female sex (M vs. W), and family/heritage language (e.g., A: Arabic, D: German, T: Turkish). 

38 In the case of definite articles, the determiner can be merged with the prepositional head, in particular in generic expressions. 
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‘if we actually go (to the) wedding’ 
(12)  Ich war letzten Sommer Paris       (Canoğlu 2012:105) 

  I     was last      summer  Pari 

   [PP: “in Paris”] 

‘I was (in) Paris last summer.’ 
(13)  die   hab    ich wirklich Aldi gekauft   (Füglein 2000:88) 

  that  have  I     really     Aldi bought 

   [PP: “bei Aldi” ‘at Aldi ’] 

 ‘I really bought it (at) Aldi [discount supermarket chain].’ 

(14)  GEH=nich training  mann    [KiDKo,MuH11MD] 
  go       not  training   man    

   [PP: “zum Training” ‘to.the training’] 

‘Don’t go (to the) training, man!’ 

(15)  wir gehn jetzt FANmeile    [KiDKo,MuH25MA] 
  we go     now  fan.mile     

   [PP: “zur Fanmeile” ‘to.the fan.mile’] 

‘We go (to the) Fan Mile now.’ [= public viewing area at Brandenburg Gate during major soc-
cer events] 

(16)  also   ich geh vielleicht heut    HELlersdorf     [KiDKo,transcript MuH28MK]39 
  well  I     go   maybe     today  Hellersdorf  

   [PP: “nach Hellersdorf” ‘to Hellersdorf’] 

‘Well, I might go (to) Hellersdorf [Berlin district] today.’ 

(17)  GEHST du   nächstes wochenende eigentlichwieder garten?  [KiDKo, MuH1WD] 
  go          you next       week.end      MP  again    garden  

   [PP: “in den Garten” ‘in the garden’] 

‘Say, will you go (to the) garden again next weekend?’ 

(18)  wenn sie will    kann sie jederzeit krankenhaus ARbeiten   [KiDKo,MuH21MT] 
  if       she wants can   she any.time hospital work        

   [PP: “im Krankenhaus” ‘at.the hospital’] 

‘If she wants, she can work (at a) hospital anytime.’ 

Note that the eschewal of prepositions usually does not make the constructions ambiguous (and might 
hence be less problematic than suggested by Trabant (2012)), since the intended spatial interpretation 
is retrievable from the semantics of the verb and/or the sentential frame. As illustrated in the examples 
above, the data so far suggests that there aretypically two kinds of spatial interpretations for this con-
struction: (a) place / location(e.g., (12), (13), and (18)) and (b) direction with an orientation towards 
the NP referent, that is, with the NP referent as the target (e.g., (10), (11), (14) - (17)), but not with the 
NP referent as the source, with a direction towards another target (something like “I come [from] su-
permarket]”). Bare local NPs seem to be frequently complements of “gehen” ‘to go’ (e.g., (10), (11), 
(14) - (17)), triggering a ‘target of direction’ interpretation, in addition to complements of ‘to be’ (e.g., 
(12)) and adverbials (e.g., (13) and (18)), in both cases associated with a ‘place / location’ interpreta-
tion. 

Prima facie, the absence of prepositions here might look like a transfer from Turkish (cf. the quote 
from Hinrichs 2012 above), since Turkish does not have prepositions like German. However, first, 
Turkish does not just do without prepositional expressions altogether, but has a complex system of 
suffixes expressing local relations as a counterpart to German’s local prepositions. As the examples 
above illustrate, there is no evidence for the use of such elements in Kiezdeutsch. 

 
39 The speaker here is not the anchor speaker, MuH28MK, but a friend who is also Kurdish-German bilingual. 
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A second point that speaks against interferences as a basis for this pattern, is the fact that it is not 
confined to the speech of Turkish-German bilinguals, but also used by monolingual German speakers, 
as in (14) and (17),as well as by speakers with heritage languages other than Turkish, for instance Ara-
bic, as in (15), or Kurmanji Kurdish, as in example (16) – two languages that have prepositions com-
parable to the German ones (that is, free morphemes that precede their nominal complement and as-
sign case to it). Moreover, in speakers of different linguistic (including Turkish) backgrounds alike, we 
do not only find bare NPs as local expressions, but also full prepositional phrases, indicating that bare 
NPs are an optional choice, not a persistent transfer error. 

Third, the use of bare NPs seems to be bound to particular registers: they are a common phenome-
non in informal, peer-group situations, but less so in more formal contexts. In the school projects with 
descriptions of a fictional accident mentioned above, we found minimal pairs such as the ones illus-
trated with data from a Turkish-German bilingual pupil in (19) (telling a friend about the accident; 
bare local NP) vs. (20) (telling the police about the accident; full PP with DP complement):40 
 
(19)  ich war grad alexanderplatz   undhab   ein AUtounfall gesehn 
  I    was just   Alexander.square and have  a   car.accident  seen 

‘I was just (at) Alexanderplatz and saw a car accident.’ 

(20)  ich hab ähm auf meine FREUndin gewartet am alexanderplatz 
  I have ugh for my friend        waited    at.the Alexander.square 

‘I was, ugh, waiting for my friend at Alexanderplatz.’ 

This pattern speaks against interferences and rather indicates purposeful and context-appropriate 
grammatical choices: if bare NPs were the result of an interference from Turkish, we would expect 
them across registers, not only in informal ones where Kiezdeutsch fits in. 

Fourth, we find a linguistic pattern for bare NPs in Kiezdeutsch that does not tally with a Turkish 
source: bare NPs seem to occur in contexts that would suit lexical prepositions such as those above, 
where bare NPs are frequent and widely attested in Kiezdeutsch; however, they do not seem to be used 
instead of PPs headed by functional prepositions, that is, those marking prepositional objects, even 
though in both kinds of contexts alike, Turkish would use suffixes instead of German-like preposi-
tions. (21) and (22) illustrate this (in the case of (21), we find a bare NP “Prinzenbad” as a local ex-
pression, instead of a Standard German PP “im Prinzenbad” ‘in.the P’bad’, in the same sentence as a 
full PP “an früher” ‘of earlier’ for the prepositional object): 
 
(21)  erinnert mich immer an FRÜher  wo     wir PRINzenbad waren [KiDKo, transcript  
  reminds me   always of  earlier    where we Prinzenbad   were  MuH19WT]41 

‘Always reminds me of the old days, when we used to go (to) Prinzenbad [= public swimming 
pool in Kreuzberg].’ 

(22)  wir warten jetzt auf die  ENGlischlehrerin        [KiDKo,MuH3WT] 
  we wait      now for  the English.teacher  

 ‘We are waiting for the English teacher now.’ 

In such functional contexts, I have found no evidence yet for bare NPs, and there aren’t any bare NPs 
in the KiezDeutsch-Korpus (KiDKo / Mu, i.e., multiethnic/main corpus) for all instances of 
30highlyfrequent verbs taking prepositional complements in German,42 in contexts where one would 
expect such a PP in Standard German (88 tokens). While the lack of such findings in a corpus can of 
course not be taken as evidence that they are strictly ruled out, it at least points to a tendency to treat 
lexical prepositions as optional while preserving functional ones. Within the domain of lexical preposi-
tions, optionality does not seem to be restricted to local ones, but extends to temporal ones as well, 
cf.(23) and (24) below, which give examples for bare temporal NPs in contexts where Standard Ger-

 
40 Transcripts of spoken data; capitalisation indicates main stress. 
41 The speaker is not the anchor speaker, MuH19WT, but a friend. 
42 Frequencies after Ruoff (1981), who gives frequencies for elements of different word classes in spoken German; the verbs taking PP 

complements checked in KiDKo were the 30 most frequent ones in his data. 
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man would use PPs. In these cases, again, the construction is not ambiguous, but triggers an interpreta-
tion as the temporal frame for the proposition. 
 
(23)  nächster tag brauchst du    AUCH wieder was?               [KiDKo,MuH19WT] 
  next       day need       you  also     again    something          

   [PP: “am nächsten Tag” ‘at.the next day’] 

 ‘Do you need something (on the) next day, too?’ 

(24)  SOMmerferien will    ich auf jeden fall    nach köln          [KiDKo,MuH11MD] 
  summer. break   want  I     on  any    case  to     Cologne      

   [PP: “in den Sommerferien” ‘in the summer.break’] 

 ‘During the summer break, I want to go (to) Cologne for sure.’ 

This indicates a systematic pattern in Kiezdeutsch where local and temporal expressions that would 
have the form of PPs in Standard German, can be realised as bare NPs. This is a pattern in its own 
standing that does not resemble Turkish constructions. On the other hand, if we approach this phe-
nomenon from the point of view of German, we do find related phenomena here. In spoken German, it 
is common to use bare local NPs for public transport stops, in informal and more formal, standard-
close variants alike (cf. Wiese 2009; 2012), probably motivated by their status as proper names. While 
Standard German would have PPs instead of bare NPs here, the phenomenon is widespread and can 
sometimes even be found in written contexts such as newspaper articles and signs with traffic informa-
tion. At the bus stop in front of my office, an official notice posted by Potsdam’s public transport com-
pany in May 2010 informed travellers: 
 
(25)  Bei allen Fahrten,  die      Bhf      Charlottenhof enden, … 
  for  all     journeys which station Charlottenhof  end 

   [PP: “am Bhf Charlottenhof” ‘at.the station Charlottenhof’] 

‘For all journeys ending at Charlottenhof station … ’ 

Speakers are usually not consciously aware of this construction and might not realise that they use it 
themselves, rejecting it as an error when asked about their language use.  However, the usage of bare 
local NPs for public transport stops seems to have been common in German for quite a while. As early 
as1932, in a book “Against the Degeneration of Language”, Otto Briegleb complains about the in-
creasing “eviction of relational words”,43 illustrating this with examples of what one might hear, ac-
cording to his observations – and to his considerable dismay – at a train station (26) or in a tram 
(27):44 
 
(26)  Fährt der Zug V Berlin? Nein, der Zug  fährt V Hamburg 
  goes   the train   Berlin   no     the  train goes     Hamburg 

   [PP: “nach Berlin/Hamburg” ‘to Berlin/Hamburg’] 

 ‘Does the train go (to) Berlin? No, the train goes (to) Hamburg.’ 

(27)  Ich will V Friedhof   fahren 
  I     want   cemetery  go 

   [PP: “zum Friedhof” ‘to.the cemetery’] 

 ‘I want to go (to the) cemetery.’ 

At least in the domain of public transport stops, bare local NPs are hence generally an option in Ger-
man, and this is neither a novel phenomenon nor one restricted to multiethnic speech communities. 
Some data from internet forums suggests that such bare NPs are also available outside this semantic 
domain, cf. (28) and (29): (28) is from a forum for Mac users, in a thread on how to organise pho-
tos;45(29) is from a cat lovers’ forum, in a thread on where members go grocery shopping.46 

 
43 My translations (H.W.); German originals: “Wider die Entartung der Sprache”; “Ausstoßung der Verhältniswörter”. 
44 Briegleb (1932:16); the “V” sign is in the original, presumably in order to indicate the missing prepositions. I am grateful to Barbara 

Schlücker for pointing this passage out to me. 
45 http://www.macuser.de/forum/f50/organisiert-man-besten-337235/index13.html, last accessed Feb 21st, 2013. 
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(28)  […] Ich gehe Park, mache Bilder   von Blumen, See, Bäumen […] 
  I    go     park  make   pictures of   flowers   lake trees 

   [PP: “in den Park” ‘in the park’] 

 ‘I go (to the) park, take photos of flowers, lake, trees’ 

(29)  also wir gehen aldi  und lidl, selten mal zum    plus. 
  well we go       Aldi and Lidl rarely MP to.the Plus 

   [PP: “zu Aldi und Lidl” ‘to Aldi and Lidl’] 

 ‘Well, we go (to) Aldi and Lidl, rarely to Plus.’ [= three supermarket chains] 

Since this is not data from a controlled corpus, it is not clear how widespread this usage is, and al-
though the two forums used for illustration here do not explicitly serve multiethnic urban communi-
ties, there is not enough information on their users available in order to be sure that this is language 
use from outside Kiezdeutsch. Hence at present we cannot say for sure whether bare local NPs can be 
used in wider domains (apart from public transport stops) in informal German other than Kiezdeutsch. 
Data such as that in(28) and (29) is certainly suggestive of this, but further research is needed to an-
swer this question. 

What we can say is that the pattern we find in Kiezdeutsch is integrated in German, and supported 
in different domains. For one, as the data above illustrated, the pattern of bare local NPs has long been 
established for a more specific domain, namely for NPs referring to public transport stops. While this 
need not necessarily be the point of departure for the more general pattern we find in Kiezdeutsch 
today, it is proof of the principal availability of such a construction in German. Second, the absence of 
prepositions does not hamper interpretation, given the semantic frame of verb and sentential context. 
Finally, the absence of determiners (i.e., the use of bare NPs rather than full DPs) fits into the ongoing 
decline of article usage in German (cf. Leiss 2010). In the case of PPs, this is further supported by 
frequent cliticisation and merging of definite articles with prepositions (cf. fn. 38), such that dropping 
the preposition might bolster dropping the article along with it. 

So this suggests a pattern that fits well into the grammatical dynamics of German. Against this 
background, the evidence that Kiezdeutsch provides is not only interesting for the insights it gives us 
on developments in this particular variety of German. In addition, it throws a light on developmental 
tendencies in German in general, highlighting areas and directions of possible change. Taking a neces-
sarily somewhat speculative prospective view, we could expect a further expansion of the pattern we 
observe at the moment, with bare local NPs establishing themselves as a more general phenomenon in 
spoken German. One direction in which this could go, in Kiezdeutsch as well as in other variants of 
German, would be a consolidation of the pattern we found, with a systematic option to drop lexical but 
not functional prepositions, where lexical ones involve local and temporal prepositions, and in the 
reign of local ones favouring spatial interpretations ofplace/location, and of direction with an orienta-
tion towards the NP referent. The optionality of using a preposition could then support further gram-
matical or pragmatic functions for prepositions that do get used (something that might in fact already 
be observable in current Kiezdeutsch data, pending further research). 

3.2  Word order variation in the left periphery 

A salient Kiezdeutsch phenomenon in the syntactic domain are word order variations that lead to de-
viations from Standard German verb-second (V2) in declarative main clauses. While Standard German 
declarative clauses adhere to a V2 rule whereby the finite verb is in second position, and the ‘forefield’ 
preceding it is filled by exactly one constituent, Kiezdeutsch seems to be more flexible with respect to 
the left sentence periphery. On the one hand, we find declaratives with the finite verb in first position 
(V1), as illustrated in (30) through (32): 
 

 
46 http://www.mietzmietz.de/plauderecke/67771-wie-geht-ihr-

einkaufen/index2.html?s=24a3e6d63edbb002ec58713d719c0472ccc16d94#post919113, last accessed Feb 21st, 2013. Note the PP used for 
“Plus”, right after the bare (conjoined) NPs “Aldi und Lidl”, a variation that highlights the optionality of bare NPs as local expressions, as 
already mentioned for Kiezdeutsch above. 
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(30)  wollt    ich  keine  hektik  machen  (Dirim & Auer 2004: 207) 
  wanted I     no       hectic  makeINF 

 ‘I did not want to make things hectic. ’ 

(31)  hat=s     MEHR spaß gemacht als     jetzt      [KiDKo,MuH25MA] 
  has  itCL  more    fun   made      than now          

 ‘It used to be more fun than it is now.’ 

(32)  brauchst du   VIER alter    [KiDKo,MuH11MD] 
  need       you four    old.one   

 ‘You need four of those, man!’[= parts for building virtual cars in a computer game] 

 

Again, such examples might prima facie look like interferences from heritage languages of bilingual 
speakers. As quoted above, Hinrichs (2012) gives an – apparently self-construed – V1 sentence to 
illustrate the transfer of word order patterns from Arabic or Turkish: “Hab isch gesehen mein Kumpel 
gestern” ‘Have I seen my buddy yesterday!’. Given that Turkish is a dominantly verb-last language, 
this example is presumably meant to relate to Arabic. Note, though, that first, just like bare local NPs, 
the use of V1 is not restricted to speakers of a particular heritage language. It is not only used by Ara-
bic-German bilinguals, as in (31), but also by monolingual German speakers (32) and by speakers with 
other heritage languages, e.g., Turkish in (30). 

Second, there is an important structural difference between the V1 examples we find here and a 
VSO word order as we know it from languages like Arabic. While in both cases, the finite verb stands 
in initial position, in our V1 examples (in contrast to VSO), this is only half the story: it is only the 
finite verb that stands here, while infinite parts of the predicate are in a position further to the right. 
For instance in (30), the inflected modal verb “wollt” ‘wanted’ is in initial position, but its infinitive 
complement “machen” ‘to make’ follows later in the sentence. And similarly in (31), an example from 
a speaker with Arabic as a heritage language: again, only the finite verb itself, in this case the auxiliary 
“hat” ‘have’, is in first position, but not the accompanying participle “gemacht” ‘made’. Incidentally, 
Hinrichs’ own example follows this pattern, too, with the auxiliary “hab” ‘have’ separated from its 
participle “gesehen” ‘seen’ by the subject.  

This is not some reflection of VSO, but the verb bracket we know from German. German has an 
underlying SOV order, which shows up in subordinate sentences, where finite and infinite parts of the 
predicate are together, e.g., for (30), this would take the following form: 
 
(30)’  dass   ich  keine  hektik  machen        wollte  V-last (SOV) 
  that    I     no       hectic  make [VFIN]   wanted [VINF] 

 

Based on this, V1 sentences are realised by moving the finite verb to the front (= into the topological 
position of the complementiser), which leads to a pattern Vfin SO Vinf, where the two V positions form 
a bracket around what is known as the ‘middle field’ of the sentence: 
 
(30)’’  wollte              ich  keine  hektik   machen          V1 
  wanted [VINF]   I     no       hectic   make [VFIN]    

 

In V2 sentences, the position in front of the finite verb, the ‘forefield’, is then occupied by one of the 
constituents from the middle field, leading to X Vfin … Vinf:47 
 
(30)’’  ich  wollte               keine  hektik   machen         V2 
  I      wanted [VINF]   no       hectic   make [VFIN]    

 

 
47 The right periphery, the ‘postfield’ after the right part of the verb bracket, can also be occupied, by extraposition of constituents, as illustrat-

ed, e.g., in (31), where “als jetzt” ‘than now’ stands in this extraposed position after the right verb bracket. 
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There is hence a categorical difference between VSO as in, e.g., Arabic, and the V1 we find in the 
Kiezdeutsch data. The latter, but not the former, fits into the topological pattern of German, together 
with V-last and V2. Not surprisingly, we find both V-last and V2 in Kiezdeutsch as well, with V2 actu-
ally the default for declaratives. And while V1 is usually associated with yes/no-interrogatives in Ger-
man, we do find it for declaratives in informal registers outside Kiezdeutsch as well, for instance in 
certain narrative contexts, or to support text cohesion.48 

If we look at the V1 examples in Kiezdeutsch from the point of view of German, we can character-
ise them as declaratives that follow the topological configuration of German, with its binary verb 
bracket, but deviate from the usual pattern for declaratives by leaving the forefield empty. This, then, 
suggests that Kiezdeutsch might be more liberal with respect to its forefield, allowing speakers more 
freedom than Standard German V2, which requires them to place exactly one element there. This in-
terpretation fits well with another instance of V2 deviation we find in Kiezdeutsch, namely declara-
tives with two constituents instead of one in front of the finite verb. Again, we find this across linguis-
tic backgrounds, e.g., for Turkish-German speakers as in (33) through (35), Arabic-German (36), 
Kurdish-German (37), and monolingual German speakers (38): 
 
(33)  jetz  ich bin  18    (Auer 2003: 259) 
  now I    am  18 

‘Now I am 18.’ 

(34)  danAch    wir  warn  auf  KLO (Kern & Selting 2009: 2501) 
  afterwards we  were  on   loo.’ 

‘Afterwards, we went to the loo.’ 

(35)  dann die    sind   zur Ubahn    gerannt    [KiDKo, MuH19WT] 
  then   they have  to   sub.way  ran     

 ‘Then they ran to the subway.’ 

(36)  gegen   türKEI die  geben rote KARte   [KiDKo,MuH25MA] 
  against Turkey they give   red  card       

 ‘Against Turkey, they show them the red card.’ 

(37)  danach       isch muss zu mein vater   [KiDKo,MuH28MK] 
  afterwards I      must  to  my    father     

 ‘Afterwards, I’ll have to go to my father.’ 

(38)  dann die  CHILLT no  in der ecke    so    [KiDKo,MuH11MD] 
  then  she  chills     still in the corner FM49   

 ‘Then she chills, like, in the corner.’ 

This has been interpreted as evidence for a transformation of German ‘XVfin…’ into SVO, in particular 
with sentence-initial adverbials (= Adv SVO).50 An SVO word order is known from second language 
acquisition, where learners tend to use a canonical word order SV (O) initially that can be preceded by 
adverbials, forming Adv SVO.51 However, a closer look at the data reveals that, again, in Kiezdeutsch 
we find the German verb bracket, evident, e.g., in (35), where the auxiliary “sind” is separated from its 
participle “gerannt” ‘run’, with the two elements forming a bracket around the middle field “zur U-
Bahn” ‘to the subway’. If this was an SVO pattern, we would expect the two verbal elements to be 
together, as is the case in SVO stages of second language acquisition for German, as illustrated in (39): 
 
(39)  Ich habe  verstehen   auch   nix.  (Clahsen 1984:225) 
  I     have  understand also   nothing. 

‘I have not understood anything either.’  

 
48 Cf. Önnerforst (1997). 
49 Cf. Wiese (2009) on the use of “so” as a focus marker in informal German. 
50 E.g., Auer (2003); Dirim & Auer (2004:208). 
51 Cf., e.g., Clahsen (1984), Pienemann (1998). 
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If (35) was SVO, it should be “Dann die sind gerannt zur U-Bahn.” ‘Then they have run to the sub-
way’, a strict Adv SVO order, which would be perfectly fine in English – which unlike German does 
have SVO – but less so in German. That there is a verb bracket in Kiezdeutsch instead suggests that 
what we see here is not SVO, but rather V3: a pattern that, again, is grounded in the German word 
order configuration with a verb bracket separating three topological fields (forefield, middle field, and 
postfield), but gives more freedom to the allocation of elements to the forefield, in this case, with two 
instead of one constituent in the left periphery. 

This greater freedom can be used for pragmatic means, further exploiting the information-structural 
and discourse-functional status of the left periphery.52 So far, two sources for V2 deviations have been 
identified along these lines. Given that the left periphery is a preferred position for topical elements 
such as sentence topics and framesetters,53 the word order options we find in Kiezdeutsch allow 
speakers (a) to place one constituent in this domain if there is a good topic candidate (= V2), but(b) to 
leave that position empty if there is none (= V1), e.g. in (31), with anexpletive pronoun “es” ‘it’ as a 
subject, which is realised as a (post-)verbal clitic, or even (c) to place two elements in the left periph-
ery, such as a frame setter followed by an aboutness topic, as in (33) and (36).54 A second motivation 
for V3 is to use elements such as “dann” ‘then’ or “danach” ‘afterwards’ as discourse connectives, 
which accounts for their frequent occurrence as initial elements in V3 sentences, such as (34), (35), 
(37), and (38) above.55 

This perspective on V2 deviations in Kiezdeutsch can account for the variation evident in the data, 
and the selective choices it suggests. The following examples illustrate this. (40) gives the context 
preceding the V3 sentence from(35), where we find a conventional V2 sentence including a verb 
bracket. In (41), the speakers uses a conventional V2 declarative in line1, with an adverbial, “sogar” 
‘even’, in the middle field, a verb-last subordinate sentence in line 2, and then aV3 declarative with 
“dann” followed by an aboutness topic in the forefield (“dann ich hab Angst” lit. ‘then I have fear’)56. 
 
(40)  isch meinte sie is grad vor      ZEHN minuten geGANgen [KiDKo,MuH19WT] 
  I      meant  she is just  before ten       minutes gone  
 
  dann die    sind   zur Ubahn    gerannt    
  then   they have  to   sub.way  ran 

 ‘I said “She left only ten minutes ago”. Then they ran to the subway.’ 

(41)  isch würde mich    sogar neben  p2xxx   hinSTELLN       [KiDKo,MuP01MK] 
  I      would myself even  next.to [name]  stand  
 
  wenn es SEIN muss  
  when  it be      must     
 
  aber DANN ich hab  angst  dass sie  MICH runterschmeißt 
  but   then     I     have fear    that  she me      down.throws 

 ‘I would even stand next to [anonymised name], if it has to be, but then I would be afraid that 
she throws me down.’ 

The information-structural and discourse-functional motivations for V2 deviations can also explain 
why we find it outside Kiezdeutsch in other variants of German as well. (42) gives an example for this 
from my own speech in an informal situation, (43) and (44) are from TV documentaries:(43) was spo-
ken by a ranger in a nature reserve in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, (44) by a trainee in a zoo talking 
about a group of meerkats she adores.57 
 

 
52 One reason for this development is that Kiezdeutsch is an informal oral variant of German; cf. Abraham (2006), who points out that orality, 

and the online parsing it requires, favours patterns that take into account discourse organisation more. A second factor is the multilingual 
context of Kiezdeutsch, which supports a more liberal system. We will come back to this in more detail in Secion 4 below. 

53 Cf. Jacobs (2001), Krifka (2007). Jacobs (2001) characterises frame setters as a kind of topic, Krifka (2007) brings contrastive topics and 
frame setters together under a superordinate term “delimitation“. 

54 Wiese (2009; 2011b), Wiese et al. (2011). Cf. also Freywald et al. (to appear) for a cross-linguistic perspective on this. 
55 Cf. Schalowski (to appear). 
56 We can ignore “aber” ‘but’ in this context, since it does not affect word order in such constructions in German (e.g., the Standard German V2 

equivalent to (41) would be “Aber dann habe ich Angst”, lit. ‘But then have I fear’). 
57 Transcripts of spoken data; capitalisation indicates main stress. 
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(42)  heute es ging VIEles nicht mehr 
  today it  went lots    not    more 

‘Today, a lot did not work anymore.’  

(43)  dies naturschutzgebiet hat  einen ganz           EIgenen zauber […]. 
  this  nature. reserve       has a        completely own       magic 
 
  einfach man ist hier auch oft      GANZ         allein   
  simply  one  is  here also  often  completely  alone 

 ‘This nature reserve has its own special magic […]. One is often simply altogether alone 
here.’ 

(44)  JEdes mal  wenn ich hier  vorbeigehe 
  every  time when  I    here pass  
 
  ich muss sie     STREIcheln, ich muss sie     FÜTtern 
  I    must  them  stroke            I     must  them feed 

‘Every time I pass here, I have to pet them, feed them.’ 

While traditional wisdom has it that such V3 constructions are ruled out in German, they might actu-
ally be less rare than usually assumed.58 What is more, they can also be found in earlier stages of 
German: in Old High German, the basis for modern V2 were XV orders with a strong information-
structural basis for the choice of ‘X’ constituents,59 and as late as Early High German we find declara-
tives with an adverbial followed by a subject in the left periphery reminiscent of the V3 data in 
Kiezdeutsch.60 

Does that indicate that V3 has been dormant in German, pushed aside by more dominant V2, and 
has somehow been revived by Kiezdeutsch now? I think it is less dramatic, but actually more interest-
ing than this. Given the data from similar variation not only diachronically, but also synchronically in 
other variants of German, V3 seems to be a part of German that has never been lost, not in the sense of 
being dormant, but as a proper, vital option for the left periphery. This means that the allocation of the 
left periphery in German declaratives is less restrictive than accounts of Standard German grammar 
might suggest: under this account, the underlying configuration is not so much one of V2, that is, a 
restriction on having the verb in second position, but rather one of verb brackets, that is ‘X Vfin … 
Vinf’, where the forefield marked by X will usually be filled by one constituent, but can also host two 
elements or remain empty. 

Under this account, V3 options in Kiezdeutsch do not point to a different grammar, but to a more 
extensive use of the options available within the frame that the verb bracket configuration in German 
offers. Note that this is different from Eide & Sollid‘s (2011) proposal for Norwegian cases of V2 vio-
lations, which assumes a set of context-sensitive grammars from which speakers choose an appropriate 
one according to the communicative context. For the case of Kiezdeutsch, the data suggests that we do 
not need to go so far as assuming different grammars, but rather can subsume different linear word 
orders under one basic configuration. The Kiezdeutsch data gives us a different perspective on this 
configuration and can thus contribute to our understanding of word order restrictions and variations in 
declaratives in German – not as an outlier, but as an integrated dialect that highlights the nature of 
verb-second. 

3.3 Existential “gib(t)s” 

The third phenomenon I am going to look into is the use of “gib(t)s” as an existential marker. This is 
something that has not been salient in the discussion of Kiezdeutsch. However, as I am going to show, 
existential “gib(t)s” is actually a much more promising candidate if one wants to find relations to heri-

 
58 Schalowski (to appear) discusses this with a range of data from theTübingen Treebank of Spoken German (TüBa-D/S) and from everyday 

conversations. 
59 Cf., for instance, Hinterhölzl & Petrova (2010). 
60 Cf. Speyer (2008) 
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tage languages (in this case, Turkish), than bare local NPs or word order variations in the left sentence 
periphery. 

German “geben” ‘to give’ can appear in a special construction with an existential meaning, similar 
to the English construction ‘There is …’. In this usage, the subject of “geben” is an expletive pronoun 
“es” ‘it’, while the Theme (the entity for which the existence is stated) is expressed as an accusative 
object. Since the subject is always “es”, “geben” does not display its full inflectional paradigm in this 
usage, but is restricted to 3rd person singular forms, e.g., “gibt” ‘gives’ for indicative present. As a 
weak pronoun, “es” is usually not moved to the forefield. Hence, in sentences with “gibt” in the left-
verb bracket (i.e., sentences that do not have verb-last word order), “es”tends to follow “gibt” in the 
so-called “Wackernagel” position, leading to a dominant order “gibt” > “es” (rather than “es” > 
“gibt”). 

In this configuration, “es” gets cliticised, leading to “gibts” [gıpts], with a possible further phono-
logical reduction to [gıps].61This cliticisation is so common that it is not confined to spoken language, 
but, unlike a lot of other pronominal Wackernagel cliticisations, is frequently rendered in writing as 
well, even in more formal contexts. (45) gives an example from a website of the German Ministry of 
Labour and Social Affairs informing about financial support for families:62 
 
(45)  Hier  gibt's  das Bildungspaket 
  here  gibt's  the  education.package 

‘Here, there are the “Bildungspaket” offers.’ / ‘This way to the “Bildungspaket” offers.’  

Note that the cliticisation of “es” depends on “gibt” being in the left verb bracket, that is, this happens 
in sentences where “gibt” as the finite verb has moved to the left and hence in a position preceding 
“es” (= the subject). In contrast to this, with verb-last word order, as in subordinate sentences, “gibt” 
would remain in the right verb bracket and thus separated from “es”. That is, a verb-last version of 
(45) would look like this, with “es” either as a full, non-clitic element or, in spoken language, cliticised 
to “dass” ‘that’: 
 
(45)’  … dass es hier  das  Bildungspaket         gibt 
  that  es here  the  education.package  gibt 

‘that here, there are the “Bildungspaket” offers.’  

The interesting point about Kiezdeutsch is now that we can find merged “gib(t)s” in verb-last sen-
tences as well, cf. the following data from conversations in bilingual Kurdish-German and Turkish-
German groups:63 
 
(46)   GUCK ma  was  hier alles          noch gibs [KiDKo,transcript MuP1MK] 
  look     MPwhat here everything yet  gibs 

 ‘Look what all there is here.’ 

(47)   WEIßte   doch, die die in verschiedene FARben gibs?  [KiDKo, transcript MuH29WT] 
  know.youCL MPthosethatPLindifferent  colours  gibs 

‘You know them – those that come in different colours?’ 

This points to a development where “gib(t)s” is no longer a finite verb with a subject clitic, but a 
monomorphematic form. Evidence for such a univerbation of “gib(t)s” can also be found in other con-
texts in informal variants in general. In those cases, we find occurrences of “gib(t)s” with an additional 
full subject “es” in non-subordinate sentences, that is, “es gibts” or “gibts es”. This indicates that 
“gib(t)s” is not internally analysed anymore here, but treated as a morphologically opaque element: 
“es” is not retrieved as a clitic, and ishence expressed separately. This is something we found in our 
Kiezdeutsch data as well, but we also found solitary monomorphematic “gibs” in subordinate sen-
tences such as above, suggesting that Kiezdeutsch can take the development of “gib(t)s” a step further. 

 
61[p] instead of [b] is a result of final devoicing in German. 
62URL: http://www.bildungspaket.bmas.de/; last accessed Feb 26, 2013. 
63 For a detailed discussion cf. Wiese (2012); Wiese & Duda (2012). 
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As Wiese & Duda (2012) showed, this advanced usage of “gib(t)s” is not restricted to adolescents, but 
can be found across age groups, indicating a general dialectal phenomenon. 

When “gib(t)s” is used like this, it does not have an expletive pronoun “es” in subject position. This 
could either mean that the subject is empty, or that the accusative object gets promoted to subject. 
Such a development is supported by the fact that accusative forms are often identical with nominative 
ones, making, e.g., the examples in (46) and (47) formally ambiguous: “was” ‘what’ and “die” ‘thatPL’ 
could be either accusative or nominative. Since objects follow the subject in the unmarked case (= 
SOV), in the absence of “es” in subject position linear order at the surface does not distinguish be-
tween subject and object status for “was” and “die” either. 

For masculine singular NPs in German, we do have different forms for accusative and nominative. 
Interestingly, in subordinate sentences with such NPs, we found a number of nominative forms in the 
context of existential “gib(t)s”. This then suggests a development along the lines of(48) (a) to (b): 
 
(48) a. conventional:  es     NP   gibt 
    SYN: SUBJOBJVFIN 

    SEM: Ø            THEME 

 

 b. novel:   NP     gibts 
    SYN: SUBJ 

    SEM: THEME 

 

Such a development results in a better alignment of syntactic and semantic levels for existential “ge-
ben”. In the conventional construction, there are two deviations from the norm: (1) there is an element 
at the syntactic level, the expletive pronoun “es”, that does not have a counterpart at the semantic 
level, and (2) the highest semantic role, the Theme, is not associated with the subject, but with the 
object. In the novel construction, both these deviations are fixed: (1) there is no empty “es” anymore, 
so that every element at the syntactic level is matched by an element at the semantic level, and (2) the 
highest semantic role is associated with the subject. 

So this development leads to a repair of a syntax/semantics mismatch supported by the internal dy-
namics of German. There is one area where a tension remains, though: the new element “gib(t)s” is not 
a proper finite verb anymore, since it now lacks an inflectional suffix and seems to be a particle – a 
particle, which, however, occupies the position of the finite verb, which usually is not an option in 
German.64 This suggests that the development is by no means settled at present and will continue, 
driven by the dynamics that this tension causes. There are several possible outcomes one could think 
of. “gib(t)s” could give way to inflected forms of “geben”, or it might acquire new inflectional suffixes 
to fulfil  the role of a verb, or it could be combined with a light verb that provides the morphosyntactic 
integration. 

That the stage we are witnessing now is possible at all – one with a monomorphematic form 
“gib(t)s” in the position of the finite verb – might be owing to additional support coming from lan-
guage contact, specifically from the contact with Turkish, a frequent heritage language in the context 
of Kiezdeutsch. Turkish offers a pattern very similar to the one we are seeing for “gib(t)s” in Kiez-
deutsch: it has an existential marker “yok” (negated: “var”) that also stands in the position of the finite 
verb and is combined with a subject expressing the Theme. While Turkish is not spoken across-board 
in the kind of speech communities supporting Kiezdeutsch, it is a background language for quite a few 
of its speakers. This might be enough to lend a development that is already supported by system-
internal dynamics of German just the kind of additional drive that is needed to get it on the way. In this 
case, we are then witnessing a development that, again, fits into the dynamics of German, but has the 
benefit, possibly crucial, of getting further support from an external source, namely an opportune con-
struction in Turkish that a fair number of its speakers are familiar with. 

 
64 We found some evidence from a younger child (3 years; 10 months), where a new “-t” is added to “gibs”, leading to “gibst”, which might be 

an attempt to fix this (Wiese & Duda 2012). 
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3.4 Wrapping it up: Kiezdeutsch as a vantage point 

The three domains of linguistic variation we investigated here point to a solid integration of Kiez-
deutsch into the dialectal landscape of German. Approaching Kiezdeutsch from a dialect perspective 
revealed a number of parallels with other variants of German and a rich network of systematic gram-
matical ties that highlight ongoing developments and trends of variation in German. The dialect per-
spective hence allows us to use Kiezdeutsch as a special vantage point for the investigation of lan-
guage change and variation, as a domain that is particularly well suited to observe such linguistic de-
velopments. 

While in each of the cases we focussed on, a major driving force was the internal dynamics of the 
linguistic system of German, we also found some motivation from language contact effects that could 
lend additional support to the developments. In the case of existential “gib(t)s”, we observed a similar 
construction in one of the heritage languages that are part of the linguistic context for Kiezdeutsch, 
namely Turkish, suggesting that the development of “gib(t)s” might benefit from grammatical parallels 
here. 

In the case of forefield variations, there are no such structural parallels. However, the surface simi-
larity of V3 to Adv SVO patterns in second language acquisition might,to a certain degree, contribute 
to its spread. While young speakers of Kiezdeutsch are typically born in Germany and have been ex-
posed to at least informal variants of German from early on, there is also a fair number of first-
generation immigrants who live in the neighbourhood (often the grandparent or parent generation, but 
also some younger speakers) and contribute to its linguistic diversity with both new and fossilised 
SLA variants of German. Being frequently exposed to Adv SVO in such variants might make speakers 
more open to use V3 as an additional word order option. 

Finally, bare local NPs might be supported by a general tendency to reduce functional categories 
such as articles in language contact situations. This would only be relevant for the absence of articles 
in such NPs, but not for prepositions, since the pattern we found in Kiezdeutsch indicates that it is 
lexical prepositions that become optional, while functional ones are actually preserved. Moreover, as 
discussed above, the trend to reduce or omit articles is already apparent in German independently of 
language contact, so again, this is not a crucial factor, but it might nevertheless play at least a support-
ing role. 

Taken together, our three examples cover the gamut, so to speak, of language contact sources, rang-
ing from general contact phenomena (for bare local NPs), over SLA patterns from the acquisition of 
German (for V3), to parallels in a specific contact language (for existential “gib(t)s”). In each case, we 
identified these links as secondary factors compared to those that stem from system-internal dynamics 
of German: language contact factors might further motivate a development, but they play only a sup-
portive role in our examples. This does not, of course, exclude the possibility that there might also be 
cases where a particular language contact phenomenon forms the major driving force behind a devel-
opment in Kiezdeutsch. What our study shows is that a closer look at a number of different phenomena 
reveals a dominant role for system-internal dynamics, thus offering us a special insight into these and 
related developments in German. 

 

4. The dynamics of a linguistically diverse context 
The picture we have developed for Kiezdeutsch, then, is that of a new variant of German that is an 
integrated part of its dialectal landscape, with linguistic characteristics that take up ongoing develop-
ments and trends and make a lot of sense from the point of view of German grammar. What makes this 
dialect special is its multilingual context, with its rich opportunities of language contact. What role 
does this context play for this new urban dialect? 

As we have seen for the three domains investigated in this paper, language contact at different lev-
els can further boost internal developments or, as suggested for “gib(t)s”, might even be an important 
factor in helping them on the way, backing up developmental stages that otherwise might have been 
too unstable to support a systematic pattern (in this case, one involving a monomorphematic element 
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in VFIN position).65The linguistically diverse context can hence further promote novel developments in 
this dialect, giving it a special innovative potential. This supports Cheshire et al.’s (2011) perspective 
on adolescents in multiethnic urban neighbourhoods as “linguistic innovators”.66 

Such  innovation can also be seen in new phenomena that are primarily contact-driven, but rather 
than representing interference-driven “errors” and/or linguistic reduction, point to an expansion of 
expressive options. One such example is comes from “m-reduplication” in Kiezdeutsch. In this pattern, 
a word is repeated in a phonologically modified form, with [m] replacing or preceding the initial con-
sonant in its second occurrence. (49) and (50) illustrate this. Both are from conversations about a foot-
ball Euro Cup; in (49), two friends are talking about the Turkish team, which tends to score only to-
wards the end of the game; in (50) a young woman tells her friend about a fight with an Arab-
background boy who had said to her and her cousin that the Turkish team was not good. 

(49) die sind immer mit der letzten miNUte. ey diese schissermisser. [KiDKo, MuH21MT] 
 they are   always with the last     minute    man these shitter.mitter  

‘They [the Turkish team] always come in the last minute. Man, these scaredycats.’ 

 
(50) er sagt zu m=meiner cousine so fettsack METTsack   [KiDKo, MuH27WT] 
 he says to  m- my       cousin  like fatbag   matbag 

‘He says, like, “Fatso matso” to my cousin.’  
 

This is a pattern, that is otherwise not common in German and probably goes back to a similar pattern 
in Turkish, where m-reduplication appears in colloquial usage.67 Turkish m-reduplication is similar to 
shm-reduplication in Yiddish – and might in fact have been a source for it (Southern 2005) – but it 
differs from it in two respects: it is syntactically integrated, and its semantics is amplifying, meaning 
“and so on”, “and such-like”, in contrast to the depreciatory semantics of Yiddish shm-doublets (Lewis 
2000: 235). Interestingly, m-doublets in Kiezdeutsch seem to follow the Yiddish shm-semantics rather 
than that of Turkish m-doublets, with depreciatory semantics. Syntactically, though, they might pre-
serve the Turkish pattern, with (49) suggesting that it is possible to integrate Kiezdeutschm-doublets 
syntactically.68 There are two possible triggers for the semantic deviation from the Turkish original, 
which might both be involved in the development of this pattern in Kiezdeutsch. One might be the 
familiarity of some speakers with the, initially Yiddish, shm-reduplication from colloquial New York 
English, through exposure to US-American popular culture, e.g. in music. A second source might be 
lexicalised “rhyme doublets” in German, which have pejorative associations. While they can take dif-
ferent forms, some follow the m-pattern, such as “Kuddelmuddel” ‘jumble bumble’ and  “Techtel-
mechtel” ‘hanky-panky’. Hence, in this case, we find an innovation in Kiezdeutsch whose primary 
source is most likely a heritage language, Turkish, but which makes use of other linguistic sources 
available in the speech community, leading to a productive and novel pattern. 

If we take a closer look at the speech communities that support these new urban dialects, we can 
take this picture of ‘linguistic innovators’ even a bit further. What we find here is a community that is 
characterised by a great linguistic diversity and hence numerous language contact occasions, not only 
at the level of linguistic systems, but also in individual speakers. This is obviously true for the large 
number of multilingual speakers, but it also holds for speakers coming from a monolingual majority 
language background. As members of this urban speech community, they are familiar with a large 
range of variants of the majority language (in our case, German), where traditional regional dialects 
come together with other informal variants as well as SLA varieties and diverse patterns of code 
switching. Mono- and multilingual speakers alike are also regularly exposed to varieties of other lan-
guages that do not form part of their initial linguistic background –  Turkish, say, for monolingual 

 
65 Cf. also Roberge (2012:245), who suggests that a contact situation (in his case, English-French in Quebec) can sometimes act as a “catalyst” 

to further extend the domain of a particular grammatical pattern, and Otheguy (2012:227), who, referring to the same contact situation, 
suggests that French stranding could be“internally licensed”, but “externally fomented” by English. 

66 Cf. Joseph (2011), who emphasises that adults, too, and not only children can be linguistic innovators, and Wiese (2009), who highlights 
grammatical innovations in European multiethnolects. 

67cf., e.g., Lewis (2000: Ch.XIV,47), Göksel & Kerslake (2005: Ch.9.2). 
68At present, though, there is not enough data available yet to confirm whether m-doublets in Kiezdeutsch can be syntactically integrated in a 

systematic way. 
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German and bilingual Arabic-German speakers. In this setting, they will pick up at least some words 
and short routines, and often much more than that, to the extent that they are able to take part in infor-
mal conversations in that language. Here is a short passage from an interview with a young man from 
Berlin-Kreuzberg that illustrates this. The speaker’s heritage language is Arabic, but he mentioned that 
he also speaks some Turkish, explaining to us:69 

(51) “I have a lot of Turkish friends, and from them, one learns that. […] For instance, they are on 
the phone, when they, say, talk to their family, and then one asks, “That sounded good; what 
does it mean, then?” And then one uses it, too, for instance by switching it with German, like, 
with the German language.”  

As Lightfoot (2011) points out, “children are always exposed to different systems, because languages 
are peculiar to  individuals”, so “multilingualism is everywhere”.70 In the case of such multiethnic 
urban speech communities, though, this takes on a special quality. Speakers in such communities have 
been exposed to a much greater linguistic diversity from early on, learning that there are always sev-
eral ways to say something, not only by different expressions or in different registers of a language, 
but also in a range of SLA variants of that language and in linguistic systems as far apart as, say, Turk-
ish, German, and Arabic. 

This suggests a scenario where speakers have a higher tolerance of linguistic variation, which in 
turn supports a more liberal linguistic system, a loosening of grammatical restrictions that makes these 
new urban dialects particularly open to grammatical variation and change. As informal, nonstandard 
varieties they already possess a special linguistic dynamic compared to more formal varieties that are 
subjected to normative control to a greater degree. The context of rich linguistic diversity substantially 
adds to this,71 giving them an innovative potential that can make them pioneers within the dialectal 
landscape of the majority language. As something like a hotbed of linguistic variation, they might in 
some cases also reflect a faster pace of language change, although of course this is not a necessary 
step.72 

This special status makes such urban dialects particularly interesting for linguistic research, since 
they can point a spotlight on phenomena of linguistic variation. Note that this can work in two senses: 
such phenomena can be more systematic or further developed here compared to dialects with a more 
monolingual speech community, but they can also just be more salient in a context where we generally 
find more innovation and hence tend to expect it more.73 I experienced this myself when investigating 
the use of so as a focus marker in German. This usage came first to my attention in Kiezdeutsch, and 
only later did I notice it in other varieties of German (including my own speech), where it seems to be 
slightly less widespread, but not qualitatively different.74 

Taken together, this gives us a picture of new urban dialects like this as a particularly interesting 
domain of research. It suggests a scenario where the internal dynamics of the grammatical system of a 
majority language works together with a highly multilingual context, with its special innovative poten-
tial, forming a new urban dialect such as Kiezdeutsch that provides us with a unique vantage point on 
language variation and potential paths of change. 

 

----------------------- 

 
69 My translation (H.W.); German original: “Ich hab viele türkische Freunde, und davon lernt man das halt. […] Z.B. die telefonieren, wenn die, 

sagen wir mal, mit deren Familie spricht, und da fragt man halt, „Das hat sich gut angehört, was heißt das denn?“ Und dann benutzt man das 
halt auch, z.B. indem man das mit dem Deutschen, der deutschen Sprache so switcht.” See also Dirim & Auer (2004) for a detailed discus-
sion of Turkish used by adolescents coming from a monolingual German background, in multilingual urban neighbourhoods. 

70 Lightfoot (2011: 162; 163f). 
71 In a similar vein, Matras (2011) suggests that in a context of widespread bilingualism and lax normative control over speech, patterns that 

could appear as L2 errors might not be perceived as such and lead to innovations and elaborations in language contact. 
72 Cf. Weinreich et al.‘s (1968) often quoted statement that, while “all change involves variability and heterogeneity”, “not all variability and 

heterogeneity in language structure involves change” (Weinreich et al. 1968:188). 
73 Cf. also Ekberg et al. (to appear). 
74 Cf. Wiese (2011), Wiese et al. (2012). Accordingly, focus marking “so” was described, in Wiese (2012), as a phenomenon that is found in 

Kiezdeutsch as well as in other, including historical, variants of spoken German (which, incidentally, refutes the criticism in Auer 2013). 
Initially, Istill thought of focus marking “so” is a novel phenomenon, restricted to current German, and was only saved by an anonymous 
reviewer for Linguistics (Wiese 2011) from making a blunder here, who pointed me to data from the 1960s that already suggested focus 
marking “so”. – Once I looked for it, I even found this usage of “so” as far back as in Lessing’s Nathan the Wise from 1779. 
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